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Over the past few years, I’ve been writing my de Garis Masculist MGTOW Flyers, i.e. 2-3 page essays on 
the themes of Masculism and MGTOW. I have currently written just over 300 of them, and continue 
writing them at a rate of several a month.  

In mid-2018 I was contacted by a Men’s Studies group in the US, who told me that they were using the 
videos of me reading aloud these flyers on YouTube, as their “textbook.” This put an idea into my head. I 
had been toying with the idea of writing a compact book of about 150-200 pages which would summarize 
my thinking over these years, in a format that could be easily read and not verbose. But the idea that there 
was already a Men’s Studies group using my flyers as their text book motivated me to collate these flyers 
into reasonable categories and then to publish it for the whole planet to be able to do the same as this 
group.  

So for the past two months, I have been busy doing just that, creating an e-textbook for Men’s Studies 
courses that can be used at universities or in private groups. This e-textbook now exists, and is up on the 
internet for anyone to download. It is called  

 

“MASCULISM : Men’s Rebellion Against Being Manslaves to Women, 

An e-Textbook of 300+ Masculist Flyers for Men’s Studies Courses” 

 

You can see its cover (here) and you can download it (in two volumes) from  

MASCULISM-Mens-Studies-Courses-e-Textbook-Vol-1 
 

MASCULISM-Mens-Studies-Courses-e-Textbook-Vol-2 

 

This e-textbook provides the text of each flyer, plus links to videos of me reading each flyer aloud and 
uploaded to YouTube, Minds, and BitChute. Initially I only uploaded videos to YouTube, but since they 
started censoring me when I lashed out at Jewish banksters, I uploaded also to Minds.com and 
BitChute.com, since they advertise that they have freedom of speech. 

https://profhugodegaris.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/mascbookcover.pdf

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/masculism-mens-rebellion-against-being-manslaves-to-women.pdf

https://profhugodegaris.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/masculismtexts21.docx

https://profhugodegaris.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/masculismtexts1.docx




These two volumes are in large print (18 font) and are voluminous (i.e. 300+ flyers). Vol.1 consists of 
some 1250 pages and Vol.2, 1150 pages. Each flyer is quasi-independent, so can be read separately, or 
several in a topic. Since there are so many of them, (i.e. > 300) they cover pretty much the whole gamut 
of topics discussed in masculist and MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way) circles, so can serve as the 
textbook for Men’s Studies courses. 

Now that this e-textbook exists, what can be done with it? It means that it becomes possible for Men’s 
Studies groups to pop up all over the world, as men become ever angrier and more frustrated at the way 
our cultures have become increasingly gynocentric. There is now need for a textbook that spells out in a 
clear form, the basic ideas of masculism and MGTOW, so that millions of men can have their masculist 
and MGTOW consciousnesses raised, so that they can become angry at the way the feminazis and society 
in general is mistreating them, and take action against it, by creating a culture that is fair to men. 

This e-textbook provides intellectual tools for potential masculists and MGTOWs to hit back at our 
gynocentric society, by helping to inform millions of men on how to create a menfair society, where both 
women’s AND men’s rights are respected. 

The focus of the book is masculist, i.e. it takes an angry, political, stance. It lashes out at some dozen 
social groups, whom the masculists feel oppress men, who need to be criticized. The first half of the text 
book is devoted to masculist critiques of these dozen or so social groups. These critiques comprise Vol.1 

Masculists, as distinct from the apolitical passivity of the MGTOWs, are political animals, and work 
towards the creation of a FIP Society, i.e. one in which all adults are socialized and educated to be FIPs, 
i.e. financially independent persons, the primary aim of the masculists, by forcing fluffies (a masculist 
label for traditional women who expect to be able to parasite off the money of a man) to FIPup, i.e. to 
bother to get a career competent education, so that they become FIPs as adults, and not be fluffies, as 
some three quarters of current young women at age 16, choose to be. 

Masculists are angry and lash out particularly at fluffie parasites, and fluffie feminist hypocrites. But even 
though these two groups are the main target of masculist venom, there are many other groups that come in 
for masculist criticism as well. Since masculists are political animals, they feel that it is not enough to 
merely analyze and criticize various social groups. Paraphrasing Marx - “MGTOW philosophers have 
analyzed society in various ways - the point however, is to change it.”  

Masculists agree with this viewpoint of Marx, and are out to CHANGE society, by taking ideological and 
political measures to achieve the masculist goal of creating a “FIP Society” with menfair gender laws, e.g. 
forcing women to FIP up, menfairing the gender laws (especially in the divorce courts that today are 
financially crucifying one father in four) and bringing in the Parer (paternity rejection right) as well as the 
menfairing the laws that discriminate against men in so many ways. 

Vol. 2 is therefore devoted to masculist tactics to bring about the social and legal changes that masculists 
want. Tactical measures aimed at over a dozen social groups are presented, which will hopefully serve as 
the political principles that politically minded masculists can use to create a menfaired FIP Society. 

-- 

Now that this e-textbook for Men’s Studies courses exists, individual masculists on campus or further 
afield, can use it as the intellectual skeleton to establish their own masculist group. For example, a 
motivated masculist who would like to see a masculist group on his campus, can contact his friends, and 
give them an electronic copy of the textbook and ask them to read it, to study it. Later, he can contact his 



friends and suggest they form a masculist group on campus, and have regular discussions on the ideas in 
the textbook, as well as masculist and MGTOW videos on the internet. 

Having a textbook on masculist and MGTOW ideas, will make the creation of such masculist groups on 
campuses all over the western world, much easier. The founder of such a masculist group, need only pass 
a thumb drive containing the textbook to his friends, or as an attachment via an email.  

The e-textbook is free, so can be distributed as freely as readers want. Its aim is to promote the growth of 
masculist consciousness, in order to liberate men from the oppressions of the traditional male role of 
being a manslave to a fluffie parasite, by forcing fluffies to FIPup, and to get the gender politicians to 
menfair the gender laws.  

The textbook provides intellectual tools that will allow neo-masculists to hit back at the hypocrisy of 
fluffie feminists, who feel that gender oppression is a one way street. Masculists can use the textbook to 
educate women as well. Most feminists are monoconscious, i.e. they know nothing about masculism and 
are not conscious of how women oppress men, e.g. through female financial parasitism, female 
manslavery, the fluffie feminist hypocrisy in the divorce courts, which financially massacre one father in 
four, ruining his life, tens of millions of men worldwide every year, etc.  

It is actually, in the self interest of monoconscious feminazis to learn masculist ideas. By doing that, they 
become biconscious, i.e. they have their feminist AND their masculist consciousness raised, and hence 
lose their delusion that gender oppression is a one way street. They will learn that women oppress men 
too, that gender oppression is a two way street. Once former feminazis become biconscious, they tend to 
lose their gender bias, their anger bias, because the two angers at gender oppressions (by men towards 
women, and by women towards men) tend to cancel each other out. Biconscious feminists, then lose their 
anger at men, and hence become less feminazi bitchy, and are then more likely to find a boyfriend, 
instead of being the first category of female that men totally reject, i.e. the misandrist, male dumping, 
feminazi bitch, the type of woman utterly repulsive to men, whom men ignore totally, not even pumping 
and dumping them. 

This severe abuse of men must stop, otherwise there will be a male explosion, a sex war. Gender 
politicians will be assassinated, 1000s of feminazi divorce court judges and lawyers will be murdered, and 
masculist soldiers will go out into the streets and simply shoot feminazis, since responsible males, 
masculist soldiers, will not tolerate that the feminazis indirectly wipe out whole populations, as they are 
currently doing, due to the toxicity of the divorce courts that they have created, causing 2/3 of young men 
under 35 in many countries to reject marriage, reject paternity and spend their money on themselves, i.e. 
they have gone MGTOW, because they see with their own eyes than marriage/paternity is such a shitty 
deal, that they want nothing to do with it. 

Thus these feminazi hypocrites are indirect genociders, wiping out whole populations, so have to be 
stopped. This textbook provides the intellectual masculist tools, concepts, ideas, labels, that can be hurled 
at these feminazis, stopping them in their tracks. Men are smarter than women, and a lot more aggressive, 
so once men are intellectually armed with masculist ideas, masculist rhetoric, they should be able to make 
short work of any feminazi resistance. 

There are some 300+ flyers in this book, so there are a ton of ideas for masculist groups to use when 
setting themselves up. This text pushes for the establishment of a masculist/MGTOW group in every high 
school, every college, every campus etc, as well as men’s conscious raising, men’s studies groups in other 
institutions, e.g. companies, clubs, etc. 



Hopefully, this e-textbook will prove to be the fuse that ignites, and causes the masculist movement to 
explode. Hopefully, it will inspire other masculist and MGTOW authors to do something similar.  

Afaik (as far as I know) this e-textbook is the first of its kind (i.e. an angry masculist textbook) on the 
planet. Hopefully, it will be far from being also the last. 

Fingers crossed! 

Cheers, 

Prof. Dr. Hugo de Garis 

profhugodegaris@yahoo.com 

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com 
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